APRIL 2013
THIS MONTH
As discussed in our last meeting we can now confirm that in June , July and August we will be holding two club
meetings a month which ( partners allowing ) allow us to spend twice as much time drivelling on about our
hobby ‐ great progress! For more news on this and our tip to Boscombe Museum read on..
This edition marks the debut of two new article writers with Sean Summers writing about his Wildcat to Marlet
conversion and Chris Marston covering Airfix’s new 1/48 Supacat Coyote ‐ welcome to our pages! We follow
that up with Gray continuing his Airfix Lynx build and Nick covering his Foden Condor 4x2 Tractor Unit.
I document the creation of a US carrier base for my 1/32 Dauntless while Russell starts a piece on a futuristic *
wheeled armoured personnel carrier.
The Poole model show is comprehensively covered including the clubs success in taking two of the main prizes
in their completion , Russell picked up one but modestly prevents me from mentioning the other winner ! ☺
Our next club meeting hosts the St George competition so don’t forget your entries, unfortunately I wont be
attending as I will be in Germany on business so I wish everybody the best of luck and may the best entry win

Tony

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 3rd Wednesday of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we often run
workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also attend most
of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS

ST GEORGE’S COMPETITION
April’s meeting sees our bi annual St George competition To be eligible you just have to build a convincing
argument that your model has some link to the theme – i.e. England ( British , Scottish , Welsh and Irish
subjects are allowed by default , until Scotland votes for independence) .

DOUBLE THE FUN
For those of you for which one Romsey Modellers meeting is not enough we will trial having two meetings a
month in June , July and August. Ampfield Village Hall has been booked for both the 1st and 3rd Wednesday of
the month. To cover the cost of the hall the normal £3 subs will be collected on the extra nights. If this is
successful we will consider extending this into the winter.

VISIT TO BOSCOMBE DOWN MUSEUM
We have organised a club trip to the Boscombe Down Aviation Collection at Old Sarum Airfield on Saturday
11th May. We plan to get there around 10am and are promised a tour guide, shared transport will be arranged
nearer the date.
For further details on the museum see http://www.boscombedownaviationcollection.co.uk/
Norman Hibberd at the museum has asked if any members have modelled any of the A&AEE or "Raspberry
Ripple" fleet as they are putting together a display cabinet.

BUILD A MODEL IN A DAY 2013
We can announce that this year’s BAMIND will be on Sunday 15th September. This year will be slightly different
as to make things interesting we intend to get every body to build the same model ( actually there will be a
choice between an aircraft and AFV) . More details will be announced closer to the date.
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POOLE VIKINGS MODEL SHOW 13 T H APRIL BY TONY ADAMS
Having just got back from yet another thoroughly enjoyable visit to Poole’s annual show, I can reflect on a very
successful outing in terms of competition placing for the club. The day started at a reasonable hour as myself ,
Russell and Sean travelled down to meet Luke and Chris along with Shane Price from Les Garagistas. We set up
quite a varied display with Luke’s armour dioramas on the left , my and Sean’s aircraft in the middle and Chris’s
and Shane’s models on the right. Russell and Lee had a table to themselves to display their Itasha vehicles.
A perennial problem with the show is the lack of room, which results in very narrow though fares and little
room behind the tables, we were continually worried about models being swept off the table as people
struggled to pass each other – fortunately we survived the day without accident. Naturally we thoroughly
researched the available vendors and by the time we came to leave we had a struggle to get everything in the
car!

Russell receives his award

My Dauntless and Trophy

So the competition… unusually at Poole the competition is judged on the club tables which does stop the
tables getting depleted of their best work, it also gives you the chance to talk to the judges and point out some
salient points. Whether this was a factor or not, along side Sean and Luke winning Bronze and Silver awards I
won a Gold for my Dauntless. We had further success as the main prizes were announced with the Dauntless
winning a memorial trophy for best aircraft and Russell winning a trophy for his Sherman – not a bad return.

PHOTOS
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AIRFIX 1/48 WESTLAND LYNX HMA8 – PART 3 BY GRAY SHARPLING
Work progresses slowly. Knowing there was no way my speedy build would be ready for this month’s St.
George’s competition meant that the pressure was off me, and I could relax. This hobby is meant to be fun
after all. I had a minor epiphany and decided that I would build at my own pace from now on. I was getting
myself too caught‐up in “competition fever” and stressing myself unnecessarily.

Completed interior before the sides and roof hide it
all.

Pilot seats were a very tight fit.
Decals give a little life to the “black boxes”.

THE INTERIOR COMES TOGETHER
Some subtle pale‐blue low‐lights gave a much needed (if perhaps too subtle?) bit of depth to the otherwise
stark white back‐seats. The rear seats were painted in khaki and the seat belts moulded into the back wall‐
plate painted black, with silver buckles. It’s so dark back there they can hardly be seen anyway, so I wasn’t
going to waste much energy over detail that you’ll never see. The black equipment boxes behind the pilot’s
seats were a tight fit – the etch having made them all slightly larger than the kit allowed, so a bit of minor re‐
positioning was required to get them to fit. There were even some small decals and etch warning signs etc to
give them some life. I liked the result.
Then came my first significant problem. The etch I had added to the cockpit frame had made the gap between
the frame and the instrument binnacle too tight for the pilot seats to fit! Oops. So I had to shave some plastic
off the side‐walls and the pilot’s Cyclic control stick mount to allow the pilot seats to just barely squeeze in.
Even then, the fit was so tight that I probably didn’t need any glue.
Some Flory Models dark dirt wash to bring out the waffle texture on the sound‐proofing even more, and
suddenly the interior was done. The side‐walls, back‐wall, and roof sections all fitted together like a dream,
the new Airfix quality getting my vote of thanks. If only the interior cabin wasn’t generally such a dark a
gloomy place. But my reference photo’s showed the real thing to be very dark too, so I was happy enough.
Whilst the completed interior was setting, I had a little light‐
relief and airbrushed the blue tint to the interior of the glass
canopy roof. My mistake with the Phantom had been to leave
this until late in the build, and so I had been forced into spraying
the tint on the outside. It worked, but it lost some of the
glossiness. So this time I sprayed the tint on the interior.

Tamiya yellow masking tape makes the
blue‐tint look green.
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TAKING SHAPE
My previous test fitting had shown that the interior sub‐assembly fitted like a glove into the fuselage. It just
clicked into place and was a very snug fit. I was still impressed with new Airfix fit quality. It was only when I
came to fit both halves of the fuselage together around the interior sub‐assembly that I found out just how
tight the tolerances are on these new Airfix kits. Boy was the interior a tight fit! It took three sets of C‐clamps,
squeezing hard in various directions to get the fuselage to join up around the interior sub‐assembly. I got
there, but I was worried for a while. So this may be a small warning to anybody wanting to attempt this, or the
new huge Airfix Merlin, to test‐fit, test‐fit, and test‐fit again when trying to get the interior to fit into the
exterior! You have been warned.

It did fit eventually. Just. And I quickly added the tail boom, tail rotor mount, and tail‐fin/flap. I was surprised
to find that, even with the nose‐cone missing, and little else to be added behind the rear undercarriage, that
this was not a tail‐sitter. No weight appears to be needed in the nose, although I may add just a little to be
doubly‐sure?

It’s not a tail‐sitter!
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NEW AIRFIX ISN’T PERFECT!
The rear undercarriage sponsons are a single sub‐assembly and fit into a little slot at the rear of the fuselage.
Then a bottom‐plate goes down to cover the entire underside of fuselage to complete the exterior. It was in
test‐fitting this that I discovered that the new Airfix isn’t quite as perfect as I had hoped. The gap between the
sponsons was tapered, and just a smidge too narrow. This meant that the bottom plate sat between then
about 2mm too far forward, and left a huge gap at the rear of the bottom‐plate and all down the sides. Oh
dear. And I had been so encouraged.
As of the time of writing, I need to do some serious sanding to widen the gap between the sponsons. It would
be easier to narrow the bottom‐plate, but then this would have a strange “pinch‐point” I the middle of it,
which isn’t correct. So I have no choice but to go the hard route. Wish me luck…

Red arrows indicate the too‐tight pinch‐point between the sponsons. Purple arrows show the gaps that result
of the bottom‐plate sitting too far forward. Some surgery will be required darn it!
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BUILD REVIEW ‐ 1/48 AIRFIX SUPACAT COYOTE (A06302) BY CHRIS MARSTON
In starting to build this model, one of the first
things that I noticed was how easily these parts
came away from the sprues and were in fact
joined on with much smaller and in many cases,
less invasive connection joints than we have
come to find from a number of recent new
releases from Airfix.
The instruction booklet breaks construction
down into a series of 64 stages. This is not nearly as daunting as it at first may seem, as many stages only deal
with the addition of a single part, and with this level of detail and explanation of part placement, the issues
that one faced with many older kits which placed umpteen parts per picture when you were often left in a
perplexed state trying to ascertain just exactly where it went... only knowing that it was somewhere in this
region of the model .... that never arises with this kit.
The level of thinness and fineness with which the mounting points for the wheel axles ‐ which are the first
stage we will encounter in a moment ‐ all join up ‐ left me in awe of what was to come ‐ and I was pleasantly
pleased with just how smoothly and easily this kit went together. It is not a kit that can be done in a couple of
evenings, as I found out, and I have had to paint a bit, assemble a bit more, paint a bit ‐ so it has been all done
in small stages for me, and as a brush painter, that has been fine and worked well.

Suspension Unit

Body core

The first task was to build up the (three) suspension units: I opted to leave off the tyre and inner wheel parts
until much later in construction.
The core of the vehicle body was next, the wheel unit
getting placed between the armoured front under
plate, and cabin‐floor piece. By now I was at stage 9 of
the instructions. In photo on the left you can see the
model from the front in the left photo and the rear in
the one on the right.
The instructions would now have had me add a load of
small fiddly detail parts which I could see myself
knocking off – so I did my usual trick and left them off
until I had the rear portion of the floor added ‐ so I
moved forward to stage 16....
Here I have assembled the rear floor piece of the vehicle, and added the mud‐flaps, and on the right the wheel
assemblies are fixed onto their assembly piece ready for attaching to the front cabin
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Next came a selection of parts at the rear – and I was now up to stage 24

Rear view

Stage 24

I now went back to fit all the detail parts I had skipped over earlier. Once these are added, I will have got
everything (apart from wheels) up to stage 28 completed.
Up to this stage there really had not been anything that had been problematic. The parts have just all fallen
into place beautifully.

Stage 28
I cannot find anything to warn or suggest anyone tempted to build one do …. other than take your time, dry fit
and plan ahead ‐ as it could be easy to get boxed into a corner if you do not paint as you go..
I nearly boxed myself in ‐ with those moulded on tools which needed painting ‐ but just managed to get to do
them and add the first of the decals. Thankfully I had not got the sides on or else it would have been a tad‐
tighter to have got into them.

Tools were tricky to reach

Here is a shot of the two “brothers” ‐ Jackal and
Coyote
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Having now reached the end of page 6/stage 28, my attention turned a page and I began work on the side
doors and rear storage racks.
The tubular framed, parts which form the hinged part of the door, and the receiving parts that they interlock
into are well moulded, and allow the subsections made in the next stages to be fitted and swing back and forth
Sadly I do not think that they will stand up to much too‐ing and fro‐ing before disaster, so after making and
installing them and having a "little gentle play..." I glued and fixed them both in the open position. The
stowage racks can also be made to swing in or out .... those I have left in a moveable position, and even after a
careful coat of paint, they are still moving. The only downside of fitting the doors open is that these nice
panels are then hidden

Moveable stowage racking

Fitting the stowage doors hides the detail!

My decision to fit these doors open was based on my desire to hopefully in the future place some of the soon
to be released crew in the vehicle and have their bodies visible.
By now the vehicle was coming along nicely. This photo shows everything I had done, up to end of stage 38:

BUILDING THE DASHBOARD AND VEHICLE FRONT:
Next up in the instruction booklet, is building a sub‐assembly which forms the front piece of the drivers
compartment and dashboard. Stages 40‐49 build this up, and in stage 50 it is glued to the front of the vehicle.
In Stage 50, the instructions give a very useful image in an accurate 1:1 scale so that you can hold the assembly
you have made against it to check your actions, to ensure the correct angle for this piece is attained. I cross
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referenced with this picture for ensuring I had both the entire assembly fitted correct, to the vehicle and also
that the steering wheel was correct when I added that in stage 49 to the front sub‐assembly
The provided decals bring the dashboard to life, but they are quite small and fiddly to get to lie on and stay
down, as the dashboard is moulded and shaped. Having got them in place a coat of PVA glue was carefully
applied to persuade them to stay put.
Once that front assembly was in place correctly, I then fitted the cross roll‐bars, followed by the front doors.
These could be fitted open or closed, but do need to be fixed in whichever position is desired. I opted for
closed with both of these doors

Grill and dash

Front doors closed

Next task was fitting of the gun‐ring... this fits onto four locating lugs, and it was the most frustrating and only
swear‐inducing stage of the build.
I can only recommend that you do in fact fit the locating lugs at this stage – ie when you are ready to place the
lower part of the ring in place, so that you have some adjustment/movement in the parts before they have set
to get the ring into them and positioned.
As for the locating lugs, there is an inset picture with them that shows fitting them at a slight angle ....
mmmmm I was just grateful that I managed to get the ring to fit into the tops of the four lugs at the
appropriate points, lie flat and look correctly proportioned in terms of distance and space from other parts.
Here is the lower ring fitted and glued in place, also visible is one of the handles (a handle is fitted each side
under the gun‐ring in a later stage)
Here it is dry‐fitted to the vehicle. It has not yet been fixed and I will only fix/glue this later once everything
else has been tidied up and done, e.g. decals and touching up etc.
Stages 59 and 60 deal with the last parts to be fitted at the back end.

Gun ring

Back end almost complete
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Stages 61 and 62 fit the foot‐steps to the sides. These can be fitted raised or down. As I have left the rear
doors open, I have fitted these down.
Stages 63 and 64 fit the secondary front gun mounting
blocks, and the other secondary smaller gun. I have so
far fitted the mounting points and left them to set.
(the black looking object in the front right portion of
the picture)
At this stage ‐ the 64 stages of the build, had been
accomplished, but there was still work to do, fitting
guns, wheels/tyres, finishing off the paint work,
adding decals and general tidying up.

FINISHING OFF....
First I did the painting...then came the wheels and tyres. This photo shows front and rear of the inner wheel
part, and one of the tyres. As you can see the parts have been moulded with locating lugs so you can only fit
them in one orientation.
Fitting 6 wheels and getting them to all lie nicely and evenly has with every other kit I have built, brought on a
bout of the screaming abdabs as one wheel never lies level. Thankfully that never arose with this one. They all
went on and lay perfectly level. Do ensure there is not a build up of paint anywhere or else the wheel and tyre
may need some effort to get united.
Remember too, those wheel axle joints are very slim and slender and are not going to take too much pushing
and grunt from a heavy hand trying to force these two parts into place.
In that last photo above, I had touched up the paintwork where necessary, and repainted the spare wheel
cover Khaki as per colour call out sheet, and also painted details such as the lights and mirrors. After this, the
decals were applied and then it was time to call it finished for an inbox build, and I took the final photos which
follow.
Onto the photos of the final finished model:
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Alongside its stable mate: A05301 ‐ Supacat HMT400 Jackal

SUMMARY
A lovely kit to build. One for the serious modeller who builds for display and not really one to be built and
played with ‐ as I am not sure how much it would stand up to abuse. Mine did during assembly fall off the
table on one occasion and withstood the fall ‐ however there were no fiddly bits like the gun ring, guns or
wheels on it at that time.
I will certainly be building another. I also hope that these two kits are a launchpad for a new series and
venture of kits in the future as if there are others in the pipe line which are as well detailed and tooled as these
and which assemble with the ease that this and its stablemate Jackal do ‐ I look forward to building them.
Something I have not mentioned ‐ I have not needed to use any filler at all ‐ the parts all just fitted superbly
and fell neatly and beautifully into place where needed. I did not mess with sanding down or filling in those
moulding circles ‐ I now cannot easily see any of them. If I were building for a competition I might have dealt
with them just to make sure ‐ but for now, I am happy with it as it is, and I am sure those who see this model
at a show or club night will agree ‐ it looks good
The Jackel build will feature in next month’s Romsey Modeller.
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OLD CROW CLAYMORE BY RUSSELL EDEN
A what you ask? Old Crow were a small manufacturer of resin sci‐fi wargaming vehicles. The Claymore is a
large futuristic 8 wheeled APC. I’d been after one for a while and as Old Crow has just shut down I thought I’d
better get one sharpish. It has huge flat sides – perfect for the pixel camouflage scheme I plan to do on it.
As a kit it is pretty simple –
I got a choice of turrets and a
large range of cast gun barrels
included.
The wheels are very sci‐fi but
have no tread – OK for city
fighting or racing I suppose! I was
thinking about replacing them
with some resin 1/35 hummer
wheels but decided against it as 2
sets of hummer wheels would
have been more than the kit
itself. I did buy some 1/35 Italian
L/18 SEMOVENTE M40 gun
barrels from NewMod as they
look so much better than the cast
ones.
I flattened the hull mating parts and epoxied them together. After removing the any excess I glued the rear
hatch on. The drivers hatch I replaced with a spare one from Malcolm’s 1/35 Panther. The turret was drilled
out to accept the new barrels and they were glued in place. It was then I noticed if the turret traversed with its
new gun barrels they hit the new drivers hatch – Oops. I removed the hatch and removed about a 1mm off the
hull and the hatch. Phew – the turret can now traverse properly. Luckily I’m not having the driver poking his
head out…..
That’s the build nearly done.
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PAINTING NEXT.
Colour scheme…. Choices, choices….
I have access to a laser cutter at work and after spending an hour copying a pixel camo sheet into the software
I got several sheets cut on Avery label paper to use as my mask. I previously did this with several hundred
circles to use as a mask on my 1/48 brummbar – tedious but effective.

Pixel camo like this I think….

With a mask like this…

OK, First colour….
Halfords grey primer – suitably urban…. It was at this point I noticed how badly I had glued it together – it
needed loads of epoxy overflow removing and a bit of filling. Once cleaned up and primered again a random
selection of pixels were attached.

Second colour – Panzer grey methinks. I sprayed that and added more pixels. Last colour was flat white. With
the painting done it was time to remove the masking.
It was then I realised my mistakes.
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1 – the white is a thin paint and as I
had to do several coats it seaped
under the mask. Next time – white is
the first colour the move onto darker
colours.
2 - too much white – should have
used more pixels on the other
colours. Not a huge problem as this
is sci-fi but annoying as I wanted it
to be darker. Oh well. With black
tyres and detailing it should look ok.
The camo does work well and
disrupts the outline of the vehicle
well.

Wheels before and after tyres have
been painted.
Lining and detailing to be done.
Note the places where the white
seeped under the masks

3. With the white being quite thick there are ridges on the edges of the pattern. This only really became
apparent after I gloss coated and decaled it. Too late now… Still this is really only an experimental project,
honest!
The decals came from my rather huge spares collection. I added yellow hi‐viz decals to simulate running lights
on it and used mainly black decals to give a little contrast.

That’s the basics done. Detailing comes next.
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US CARRIER DECK BY TONY ADAMS
It’s taken some time thinking about it but I have finally got around to creating a diorama base for my
Trumpeter 1/32 SDB‐2 Dauntless that I completed last year. I had tried to purchase a resin deck made by Just
Plan Stuff in the US but they are no longer in production and are now like hens teeth, I was just going to have
to scratch build my own. I purchased a 30cm x 30cm “Memory Box Frame” from Hobbycraft that provided
enough depth to hold the batteries for the model lighting. I discarded the glass and the insert and cut back the
base so it fitted into the front of the frame rather than the back.

The memory box frame that formed the base

The frame fettled and ready to build up the decking.

My Dauntless depicts an aircraft that served on USS Lexington during the battle of Corel Sea, I spent some time
finding pictures of the decking and finally found the pictures below to use as a reference.

US carrier decking reference photos
US carrier used wooden decks which did make them more venerable to bomb attack compared with British
metal decked carriers , something that would cost the Lexington dear. I purchased some balsa wood to create
the planking but the prominent tie down strips would be a problem. I spent some time seeing if I could cut
these out of plastic card but as my attempts too a huge amount of time to cut and looked pretty random I
looked around to find another approach. I eventually stumbled on WEM PE3201 1/32 Carrier Deck Tie Downs
from White Ensign Models which at £17 was not cheap but would save so much time and effort.
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Carrier tie downs from White Ensign
It took some planning on how I was going to arrange the planking and ensure that I could cover the whole deck
with a single etch sheet ( I really didn’t want to buy another !). The plan didn’t leave much margin for error, I
would have to be careful not to waste any of the etch.
The next stage was to cut the balsa into strips, I researched a number of methods to do this but in the end just
resorted to cutting dozens of 5.6mm wide strip using a sharp craft knife on a cutting mat.

Layout of the tie down strips

The base is marked out

I marked to position of the tie downs on the base and proceed to glue the balsa planks using PVA glue

Cutting the balsa

Planking built up on the base using PVA

Once done and dry, I sanded the whole deck and used filler where required to fix any out of scale gaps
between the planks due to inaccuracy in cutting. The deck was the primed with Tamiya fine grey primer before
a final light rub down. Further research was required to work out the colour of the painted deck , there was
some disagreement in sources between US deck blue and natural varnished wood , I decided to plump for blue
for no other reason that I thought it would complement the aircraft ( and was easier). I also realised that the
grey primer actually was the right colour for weathered blue painted wood so a further painting stage was
avoided.
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All the planking glued to the base

The deck trimmed and primed

I mixed a combination of blue and grey Tamiya acrylics until I had a colour that felt right (I admit this was not
very scientific and no I cant tell you the mixture – I didn’t write it down!) and then thinned it so it was very
fluid. This mixture was then applied with a sponge all over the surface and before it dried it was wiped off with
a cloth to form a patchy weathered effect. Some areas were given more paint when the original paint had
dried ( I did make the mistake of doing this too soon and the thinners in the paint stripped some of the first
coat which had to be redone).

Appling the paint with a sponge

The completed paint job

The tie downs were primed using Mr Metal primer and sprayed with Mr Color steel . As I started to stick the
first one down it became apparent that I would have to cut a channel under the etch to give the impression of
depth. This was achieved through cutting and chiselling out channels using a craft knife , this was a little
stressful as a slip would ruin my paint job. With the channels cut, the etch was stuck down using super glue.

Channels cut to provide depth under the etch, these
were coloured black using a felt tip

The deck markings were masked and sprayed white
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The final job was to mask and paint some white dashed lines which ran down the centre of the flight deck, and
then give the whole deck a coat of matt varnish to protect it.
Once assembled into the frame, I wired up the lighting electrics , securing the battery holder and switch using
hot melt glue. And that was the project completed – it certainly enhances the model, I am on the look out for
some figures – but with my figure painting skill that may be a step too far – we will have to see.

Completed deck

And with the model in place
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MARTLET II CONVERSION BY SEAN SUMMERS
Well lately I developed a bit of an obsession with Wildcats, I don't know why I just like the shape and diversity.
The tough little plane although slower and less
nimble than the Zero was tougher than the fragile
Japanese fighter.
So for my next project I decided to convert
Tamiya's F4F‐4 Wildcat to a Martlet II. This
wouldn't be a hard conversion the Martlet II has
many common features with the F4 the main
difference's being the magneto on the crankcase
the cooling flaps on the cowling and no intake for
the carb.
An Extradecal set was acquired from Hannants and
The original kit
I'm good to go, unlike most kits the Wildcat starts
with the fuselage and not the cockpit, but I decided to start with correcting the minor flaws in the cockpit floor
and converting the cowling.

Martlet II, No. 880 Sqn, HMS Formidable in 1942
First the cockpit floor, Wildcats did not have a solid floor the pilots feet rested on troughs with open sides to
see out the windows in the lower fuselage. So a small amount of cutting makes for a more realistic office with
the canopy open.

The kit contents

Cockpit floor

Floor modified

Next the carb scoop needs to be removed by filing and a small amount of filler and the 4 small cooling flaps
each side need to look like 1 one large each side this is simply done by filling the unwanted groves. Last of all
the 2 large magnetos must be removed from the front engine cowling. That done the rest should be plain
sailing.
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Cowl before modification

Carb scoop removed

Magneto before modification

Magneto modified

With the mods out the way I decided to start the cockpit first and the first dilemma what colour to paint it.
Most instructions suggest interior green but some reference articles say it should be bronze green, a much
darker colour and that interior green was only used when General Motors started building the Wildcat, so this
is the colour I went for, No one seems to sell this paint so I mixed Vallejo Gunship Green and German Cam.
Dark Green to get a good approximation on bronze green, once painted the detail was picked out in black and
the instruments painted white and then black. The black was scratched away to make the dials look realistic
then finally some etch seatbelts make for a nice detailed cockpit.

Instruments and cockpit assemblies painted
To be continued…
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FODEN CONDOR 4X2
4
TRACTO
OR UNIT BYY NICK BURDEEN
PART ONE
O
In 1887 Edw
win Foden established
e
Edwin Foden Sons & Co Ltd. The
company beegan by pro
oducing steam
m engines, traction enggines and
eventually stteam lorries.
In 1896 road
d transport re
estrictions weere eased perrmitting vehiccles under
3tons to travvel up to 12mp
ph (19km/h) without
w
a red flag.
In 1932 Fod
den realised that
t
the futu
ure was diesel and changged there
production, though
t
produ
uction of steam powered vvehicles continued at a
diminishing rate
r
until 1934
4.
In 1964 ch
hanges in th
he Constructiion & Use Regulations favoured
articulated vehicles
v
overr rigid vehiccles thereforee a new mo
odel was
introduced to
o compete in
n the 32 ton market. Overr 75% of heavvy chassis
sold in Brritain were in the followingg years were tractor units.
The 1970
0s was a tough economicc decade for Foden, Harold Wilsons Labour Government supporrted them
through financial difficculties in 1974, then a largge MOD contrract to supplyy military vehiicles helped with
w there
recovery.
p
in receiivership in 1980 the compaany was acquired by the American firm PACCAR. Other brands
After a period
owned by this compan
ny include DAF, Kenworth and
a Peterbilt.
The last Foden
F
producced in 2006 was the Alpha 3000
3
which in
n essence was a DAF CF rebranded with the
t Foden
kite badgge. This brougght to an end 150
1 years of Foden
F
trucks.
The Fodeen Condor is purely
p
a conceept, but is not all that far fe
etched, being as the last acttual productio
on Fodens
to be buiilt were based
d on DAF cabs.
I am not yet sure as to
o what the fin
nal spec for th
his build will be,
b what I have decided so far is to make
e it a right
a to install the wire and plumb. Shall probably give it a low pro
ofile roof?
hand drivve, to add an Ad‐Blue kit and
Make thee night cab sleeper a single bunk, and I am conside
ering changingg the wheels?? This being a concept
vehicle itt shall be liverried in a fictitio
ous company colours.

1. PARTTS ASSEMB LY
The donor kit for this
conversion
n is the Italerri DAF
XF105 (Kit No 3842). This is a
ured kit conssisting
multicolou
of 6 spruess and rubber tyres.
The
deccal
sheet
has
registration
plates
and
nal
veehicle
internation
registration codes fo
or 10
countries, but only one
colour sccheme. The A4
A instruction booklet has 16 pages. Three chassis veersion
can be bu
uilt, of which I’ll build the lo
ong version.
The convversion set useed for this buiild is by Kit Fo
orm Services.
It consistts of a one piece resin grill replacementt part, and on
ne chromed etched
e
fret.
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The twen
nty three piecce etched frett has replacem
ment mud flap
ps, Foden bad
dges in various sizes, four step
s
rings,
engine raating badges and
a Condor naame badges.
Only two
o of the step rings shall be used
u
in this bu
uild, as this tru
uck has only one
o steering axle.
There aree no instructio
ons but as theere are few paarts it is obvious as to what goes where.
There aree other parts for this build on order from KFS, they in
nclude an Ad‐‐Blue kit, Replacement whe
eels, right
hand dasshboard and generic valvees set plus other
o
sundriess. Whilst waiting for the remaining paarts to be
delivered
d, this build caan begin as I always
a
like to start a vehicle
e build with th
he chassis.

2. CON STRUCTION
N
The Italeeri kit chassis comes as a single piece moulding witth the
mudguarrds, lower parrts of the battery box, upp
per part of the fuel
tank and
d spare wheel holder attach
hed, but alas there is no engine
e
with thiss kit but thee sump and lower
l
part of the radiato
or are
represen
nted although
h somewhat crude. Theree are some mould
m
lines thatt need attentiion and quite a few ejectorr pin marks to fill.
Next with the
t saw I remo
oved the sparre wheel holder and fuel tank, whilst
having the saw out I rem
moved the fro
ont end of the fuel tank, as
a this will
need to bee shortened so as to allow room for thee Ad‐Blue tank when it
arrives in the
t post. I want
w
to keep
the fuel tan
nk as large as possible.
The chassis cross mem
mbers have
been enhaanced with Evergreen
square tu
ubing, and various
mouldingg indentationss etc were filleed, this was th
hen left to dryy.
Whilst the
chassis
was
r
axle asseembly, gearbo
ox / Prop
drying the rear
shaft and exhaust system were glued to
ogether.
Next to get attention is the air tankss. The kit
instructions has these ass a twin fittin
ng on the

side if th
he chassis beh
hind the batteery box, and a pair of diffe
erent
size tankks on the rearr of the chassis. The grey moulded
m
twin pair
were glu
ued together and left to dry, these shall
s
be receiving
attention
n later. The bllack moulded pair were alsso glued togetther,
but when
n dry they weere separated
d, the smaller of the two won’t
w
be used in
i this build and so shall go
o into the sparres box. The laarger
of the tw
wo will be mo
ounted with the twins makking a single triple
t
air tank assembly, lo
ooking neaterr and requiring less plum
mbing
later.
t date, have spent three afternoons
a
so far on this bu
uild, shed load
ds to go and no sign of the post.
p
That’s it to
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CLUB DIARY
April 17th

April 13th

St George Competition

Poole Vikings Show

th

May 15th

Club Night

June 5th
June 19th

Club Night Extra
Club Night

July 3rd
July 17th

Club Night Extra
Trumpeter/Dragon Competition

August 7th
August 21st

Club Night Extra
Club Night

September 18th

Club Night

October 16

th

November 20

May 11
May 19th

Boscombe Down Museum
Hendon Show

June 1st

IPMS Salisbury Show

September 15th
September 21st

Build a Model in a Day 2013
IPMS Farnborough Show

Club Night
th

Annual Competition

December 18th

Scale ModelWorld 2013

November
9th/10th
TBA

Middle Wallop Show

Xmas Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday April 17th (8pm to 10pm)
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Nick Burden
Chris Marston
Sean Summers

Gray Sharpling
Tony Adams
Russell Eden

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Competition Secretary

Tony Adams
Tony Adams
Steve Edwards
Sean Summers

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Tel: 01794 519153
Tel: 07736555664

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
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